
Compose Workspaces



With business needs and workplace 
trends constantly evolving, 
organizations need spaces that can 
easily adapt to create contemporary 
environments that support the 
changing ways people work.

Compose® is a panel-based system engineered 
for change. With extensive options and durable, 
universally compatible components, Compose 
creates cohesive solutions that withstand 
reconfiguration—again and again—to continuously 
refresh your spaces, support your people, and make 
the most of your investment.



A Landscape that Works  
for People

Compose encourages connection, 
communication, and collaboration, 
while accommodating individual 
work with personalized spaces, 
storage, and work tools. Spaces 
can be reconfigured with minimal 
disruption to make them feel fresh 
and new, for contemporary envi-
ronments that attract, engage, and 
retain a talented workforce.

Flexibility to Change, Adapt, and Evolve

Compose makes it easy to build cohesive spaces that support a variety of 
activities and workstyles. Create traditional panel applications or open, 
freestanding, spine-based configurations. Updates and expansions are 
quick and easy using interchangeable components that integrate with a 
range of panels, screens, storage, worksurface, and work tool options. 



Design Choices

Compose creates the engaging, adaptable, open-plan workplace 
you envision. Its kit-of-parts design and Integrated Palette™ 

compatibility with a variety of storage, worksurfaces, tables, and 
accessories offer a multitude of configurations for personal and 
shared workspaces. Panels of varying heights allow for some 
privacy, while providing a clean look, facilitating collaboration, 
and increasing access to natural light. 

Create a more open aesthetic using the Compose family’s 
spine-based applications. Compose 26" and Compose  
Connections both physically integrate with standard Compose. 
Compose Beam is a completely independent system that 
does not physically connect to Compose, yet is consistent in 
appearance to complement the entire Compose family. For 
details, see the Spine-Based Workspaces brochure.

Statement of line may vary by global region.



Aligning People and Space for  
Optimal Performance  

Your people, organization, and facilities are at 
the center of everything we do. We help create 
spaces that solve for your business needs— 
resulting in effective people and efficient use of 
real estate. 

To learn more, visit haworth.com/compose.
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